Abstract. In this paper, we show that if we have a sequence of Hadamard triples {(Nn, Bn, Ln)} with Bn ⊂ {0, 1, .., Nn − 1} for n = 1, 2, ..., except an extreme case, then the associated CantorMoran measure µ = µ(Nn, Bn) =δ 1
1. Introduction Definition 1.1. A Borel probability measure µ on R d is called a spectral measure if we can find a countable set Λ ⊂ R d such that the set of exponential functions E(Λ) := {e 2πiλ·x : λ ∈ Λ} forms an orthonormal basis for L 2 (µ). If such Λ exists, then Λ is called a spectrum for µ.
measures [9, 10, 11] , as well as the convergence properties of the associated Fourier series [38, 39, 13] and the rescaling properties of a given spectrum [19, 16, 21] .
The construction of these fractal spectral measures stem from the existence of Hadamard triples. Definition 1.2. Let N ≥ 2 be an integer and let B, L ⊂ Z be finite sets with #L = #B = M ≤ N . We say that the system (N, B, L) forms a Hadamard triple if the matrix
bl N b∈B,l∈L is unitary, i.e., H * H = I.
Soon after Jorgensen-Pedersen's discovery of the first spectral measure, Strichartz [38] has already formulated the most general fractal spectral measures one can possibly generate. Given a sequence of Hadamard triples {(N n , B n , L n ) : n = 1, 2, ...}, one can generate a singular measure without atom using {(N n , B n )} by µ(N n , B n ) = δ 1
B 3 * ... where δ A = 1 #A a∈A δ a and δ a denotes the Dirac measure at the point a. We call such measures Cantor-Moran measures as a generalization of the standard Cantor measure studied first by Moran [36] . A natural question here is that (Qu 1): Given a sequence of Hadamard triples {(N n , B n , L n ) : n = 1, 2, ...}, when is µ(N n , B n ) spectral?
The Hadamard triple assumption tells us immediately that all Dirac measures in the convolution are actually spectral and we can easily find an infinite mutually orthogonal set of exponential functions using L n . However, the completeness of the exponentials in L 2 (µ(N n , B n )) is a much harder problem. When all N n are equal and all B n are the same set B, the Cantor-Moran measure is reduced to the case of self-similar measure generated by the iterated function system f b (x) = For instance, Dutkay and Lai [18] showed that if there are only finitely many Hadamard triples of the form (N, B n , L), then if we randomly take convolution on these Hadamard triples, then almost all Cantor-Moran measure are spectral. Furthermore, deterministic positive results have been appeared in many papers (e.g. [2, 3, 24, 40, 41] ). In all these papers, they all assume either there are only finitely many Hadamard triples in the sequence with a strong assumption on L, or #B n ≤ 4 (# denotes cardinality). Except a handful of specific examples, all of the B n they considered are in {0, 1, ..., N n − 1} .
1.1. Main Result. In this paper, we focus on our Cantor-Moran measure supported inside [0, 1] (i.e. B n ⊂ {0, 1, ..., N n − 1}). We essentially break through all the unnecessary specific assumptions on L or small number of elements in B n . One of the main results, expressed in terms of #B n , is presented as follows:
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that {(N n , B n , L n )} is a sequence of Hadamard triples with B n ⊂ {0, 1, .., N n − 1} for all n = 1, 2, .... Suppose that lim inf n→∞ #B n < ∞.
Then the associated Cantor-Moran measure µ = µ(N n , B n ) =δ 1
is spectral and it always admits a spectrum Λ ⊂ Z. =µ n * µ >n where µ n is the convolutional product of the first n discrete measures and µ >n is the remaining part. µ has support in the compact set
In particular, K µ ⊂ [0, 1]. For our further analysis, we will need the measure
which is the pull-pack measure of µ >n . If µ is supported on [0, 1], then µ >n is supported on [0, (N 1 ...N n ) −1 ] and ν >n is the pull back measure from [0, (N 1 ...N n ) −1 ] to [0, 1] . It is also worth to note that if µ is self-similar, then ν >n = µ for all n. Let also
be the equal-weighted Dirac mass measure at 0 and 1. For the precise definition of weak convergence of measures, see Section 2.
Theorem 1.4. Suppose that {(N n , B n , L n )} is a sequence of Hadamard triples with B n ⊂ {0, 1, .., N n − 1} for all n = 1, 2, .... Suppose that {ν >n } does not converge weakly to ρ. Then the associated Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ) is spectral and it always admits a spectrum Λ ⊂ Z.
We now study the case that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ. One can imagine that the support of the Cantor-Moran measure is supported in a small neighborhood of the points 0 and 1. We have the following theorem. Theorem 1.5. Suppose that {(N n , B n , L n )} is a sequence of Hadamard triples with B n ⊂ {0, 1, .., N n − 1} for all n = 1, 2, .... Suppose that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ and lim inf n→∞ #B n < ∞. Then the associated Cantor-Moran measure is a spectral measure. Remark 1.6.
(1) Theorem 1.3 follows from Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 1.5 since any {ν >n } either converges or does not converge to ρ. Therefore, the rest of the paper will be devoted to proving Theorem 1.4 and 1.5 and studying the remaining delicate case that we will describe in subsection 1.2.
(2) Theorem 1.3 settles completely the spectrality question (Qu 1) for Cantor-Moran measures with #B n uniformly bounded in n, in particular, for the generalized Bernoulli convolution (all #B n = 2) studied in [24] .
(3) We now sketch the idea of the proof of the theorems. Our main idea is to introduce two important concepts to analyze our probability measures ν >n . They are called equi-positivity and admissibility (see Section 3 for the precise definitions). The following implication will be proved in Section 3.
where {n j } is some subsequence. Theorem 1.4 will correspond exactly to the admissible case. In all other cases, we show that spectrality holds by proving the equi-positivity assumption is satisfied.
(4) Our results also works if the sequence of Hadamard triples {(N n , B n , L n ) : n = 1, 2, · · · } is relaxed to an (almost-Parseval) frame triple tower condition as in [34] . After this relaxation, Theorem 1.4, Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.8 below will remain valid with conclusion that the associated Cantor-Moran measure will admit a Fourier frame, instead of an orthonormal basis (see Section 2). This reduces the problem of generating a Fouirer frame for CantorMoran measures to construct a frame triple tower.
1.2.
The remaining open case. We are now left with the case that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ and lim n→∞ #B n = ∞. This is the most delicate case that we cannot resolve completely. It is directly related to a variant of a sum of sine problem. To best of our knowledge, it was first studied by Bourgain [4] . Definition 1.7. (Bourgain's Sum of sine problem) Let B be a collection of finite sets of positive integers. We say that the sum of sine problem holds for B if there exists ǫ 0 > 0 and δ 0 > 0 such that for any finite set of positive integers B ∈ B,
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To describe our result, we need some extra notations. For a given sequence {(N n , B n )} that generates a Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ) and for any 1/3 > δ > 0, we define
). We say that (N n , B n ) is symmetric if for all sufficiently small δ > 0, we can find some n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0 , B n = B n,δ and B n,δ,1 = B n,δ,0 \ {0}. For clarity of the main results in the introduction, we describe only the symmetric case. Theorem 1.8. Let {(N n , B n , L n )} be a sequence of Hadamard triples with B n ⊂ {0, 1, .., N n −1} for all n = 1, 2, ... with {ν >n } converging weakly to ρ and lim n→∞ #B n = ∞. Suppose that (N n , B n ) is symmetric and there exists a subsequence {n j } such that the sum of sine problem holds for B = {B n j ,δ,0 }, then the associated Cantor-Moran measure is a spectral measure.
One of the main results of Bourgain [4] is that the sum of sine problem cannot hold for all finite sets of positive integers. He showed that there exists finite set of integers B n of cardinality n such that
where C is an absolute constant independent of n (see also Kahane's book [26, p.79 ] for a proof written in English). This result was later generalized to higher dimension [6] . There is also a related cosine minimum conjecture proposed by Chowla [7] in the 1960s, studied by many authors including Bourgain [5] and Kolountzakis [28, 29] , remaining open as of today. For the history of these sum of sine/cosine problems and their deep connections to different problems in classical harmonic analysis, one can refer to [30] .
As a consequence of the Bourgain's example, it leads us to the following surprising results. Theorem 1.9.
(i) There exists Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ) such that the associated measure {ν >n } does not have any equi-positive subsequence.
(ii) There exists Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ) such that the associated measure {ν >n }, supported inside [0, 1], converges weakly to ρ and { ν >n } converges uniformly to ρ on the non-compact set
Part (i) in Theorem 1.9 shows that our method on checking the equi-positivity cannot be used to determine any (frame-)spectrality for the type of Cantor-Moran measure stated in (i). Part (ii) is perhaps another surprising result from the viewpoint of probability measure theory. It is wellknown that the weak convergence of probability measure is equivalent to the uniform convergence of its Fourier transform on all compact sets. This example says that it is possible for a sequence of measures supported inside [0, 1] whose Fourier transform converges on some non-compact sets uniformly.
Bourgain's example was a probabilistic construction. As far as we know, there is no known deterministic construction of the Bourgain's example available. In fact, we also check many classes of finite set of integers, the sum of sine problems all holds (See Section 8). There may still be hope that the finite set of integers that can generate Hadamard triple satisfy the sum of sine problem, but we do not pursue here in this paper (See Section 9 for details).
1.3. Organization of the paper. We now outline the organization of the paper. In Section 2, we will review the notion of weak convergence of probability measures and introduce the known results we will need to prove our theorems. These known basic results can be found in [17, 34] . We notice that all N n ≥ 2 and all B n ⊂ {0, 1, ..., N n − 1}, so that the Cantor-Moran measures are all supported inside [0, 1].
In Section 3, we will introduce the two main definitions equi-positivity and admissibility and prove the implication (1.2).
In Section 4, we will show that {ν >n } is admissible if and only if {ν >n } does not converge weakly to ρ. Hence, Theorem 1.4 will be proved.
In Section 5, we will study equivalent conditions for non-admissible but equi-positive subsequence. In particular, if lim inf n→∞ #B n < ∞, then {ν >n } still has an equi-positive subsequence. Thus, Theorem 1.5 will be proved as a consequence of Theorem 5.4.
In Section 6, we will study the equivalent conditions for the remaining case that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ and lim n→∞ #B n = ∞ to have an equi-positive subsequence.
In Section 7, we will prove Theorem 1.8 and Theorem 1.9 using the Bourgain's example. We will discuss some other related results about the uniform convergence of Fourier transform of probability measures over a non-compact set.
In Section 8, we will study the sum of sine problem over a different class of finite sets of integers. We will show that for several fairly large class of finite subsets of integers, the sum of sine problem indeed holds.
In Section 9, we will mention some open problems and mention how our result can be adapted to more general Cantor-Moran measures whose support is outside [0, 1].
Notations and known results
In this section, we will set up our main notation for the rest of our paper. We will also collect some known results that serve as the basis for our proofs.
2.1. Measure-theoretic Preliminaries. Throughout the paper, the Fourier transform of a Borel probability measure µ on R d is defined to be
Let K be a compact set on R d . We will consider the following space of functions and measures:
the set of all bounded continuous functions on R d M(K): the set of all complex Borel measures supported on compact set K ⊂ R d , P(K): the set of all Borel probability measures supported on compact set K ⊂ R d ,
It is well-known that
as n → ∞. For a complete and detailed exposition about weak convergence of probability measures, one may read [8] . We now collect all the equivalent conditions about weak convergence in the following lemma. These conditions should be well-known.
Lemma 2.1 ( [8] ). The following are equivalent.
(i) {µ n } converges weakly to a probability measure µ.
Furthermore, it is also known that weak compactness theorem holds: any sequence of probability measures {µ n } ⊂ P(K) has a weakly convergent subsequence {µ n k } converging to a probability measure µ. This fact and the lemma will be used frequently in our exposition.
Equicontinuity. A family of functions Φ
there exists δ > 0 such that whenever x − y < δ, we have |f (x) − f (y)| < ǫ for all f ∈ Φ, where · denotes the Euclidean norm on R d . The following lemma should be well-known also.
Proof. Using an elementary inequality |e iθ − 1| ≤ |θ| for any θ ∈ R, we have that for any µ ∈ P(K),
The equicontinuity follows from this inequality as the upper Lipschitz bound is independent of µ.
2.3.
(Frame-)spectral Cantor-Moran measure. This subsection follows closely with the framework in [34] and the more general higher dimensional results presented in [15] . We say that {e 2πiλ·x : λ ∈ Λ} forms a Fourier frame for a Borel probability measure µ if there exist 0 < A ≤ B < ∞ such that for all f ∈ L 2 (µ),
If such Fourier frame exists, µ is called a frame-spectral measure and Λ is called a frame spectrum for µ. A, B are respectively called the lower and upper frame bound.
Definition 2.3. (i) Let N ≥ 2 be a positive integer and let B, L be two finite sets of integers. We say that (N, B, L) forms a frame triple if there exist constants 0 < c 1 ≤ c 2 < ∞ such that
where M = #B and matrix
bl N b∈B,l∈L .
(ii) We say that {(N n , B n , L n )} is a frame triple tower if each triple (N n , B n , L n ) forms a frame triple with the associated constants c 1 , c 2 equal to 1 − ǫ n and 1 + ǫ n , where 0 ≤ ǫ n < 1 and
Frame triple is generalized from Hadamard triple since (N, B, L) forms a Hadamard triple if and only if Hw = w . When all ǫ n = 0, the frame tower is reduced to the Hadamdard triple tower (it is also called the compatible tower in [38] ).
We will now outline the main theorem that allows us to construct a Fourier basis for the CantorMoran measure. For the interest of studying the more general problems about Fourier frame construction in the future, we will state our theorems in terms of frame triple.
We note that by a simple translation, there is no loss of generality to assume 0 ∈ B n ∩ L n for all n. Hence, throughout the rest of the paper until Section 8, the following will be assumed.
Assumption: For each n = 1, 2, · · · , (i) we will assume that B n ⊂ {0, 1, · · · , N n − 1} and 0 ∈ B n .
(ii) there exists L n with 0 ∈ L n and elements in L n are in distinct modulo class (mod N n ) such that (N n , B n , L n ) forms a frame triple with bounds 1 ± ǫ n . The following theorem is known (see [17, 34] ). It is the fundamental theorem on which our analysis is based.
Theorem 2.4 ( [17, 34] ). Let {(N n , B n , L n )} be a frame triple tower with bounds 1 ± ǫ n and
Then the Cantor-Moran measure µ is a frame-spectral measure with a frame-spectrum Λ and frame bounds are
Hadamard triple tower, then µ is a spectral measure with a spectrum Λ.
(1 ± ǫ n ) are all finite and thus we have a finite frame bound as in the theorem.
(ii) δ(Λ) > 0 is equivalent to the condition proposed by Strichartz [38] , who originally formulated it as the uniformly separated condition of the points in Λ n from some compact sets. (iii) If B n is not a subset of {0, 1, ..., N n − 1}, we will need an extra measure-theoretic nooverlap condition (See Section 9). The no-overlap condition is known to be satisfied for B n ⊂ {0, 1, ..., N n − 1}.
Factorization of Cantor-Moran measures.
For the Cantor-Moran measure given in (1.1), we can factorize some of the consecutive factors, so that we have another representation of the same measure. By doing so, we have created a large flexibility for the construction of a (frame-)spectrum using Theorem 2.4.
To perform it precisely, suppose that {(N n , B n , L n )} is a sequence of Hadamard triples. We define B n,m to be a set of integers satisfying
The following lemma is also known, whose proof can be found in [34, Proposition 3.1].
Lemma 2.6. For any n < m and for any
Given a subsequence of positive integers {n k }, we define
Then the Cantor-Moran measure µ = µ(N n , B n ) can be factorized along this subsequence as
B n k +1,n k+1 * · · · to be the tail term of µ by removing the first k factors. Theorem 2.4 can be read as follows:
} be a frame triple tower (or respectively a Hadamard triple tower). Let
Then the Cantor-Moran measure µ is a frame-spectral (or spectral) measure with a frame-spectrum (or spectrum) Λ.
Equi-positivity and admissibility
Previous section asserts us that a spectrum can be constructed if we can establish δ(Λ) > 0. In most previous papers, for #B n small, authors check directly the canonical mutually orthogonal sets satisfying δ(Λ) > 0. For other cases, δ(Λ) > 0 is constructed by some random constructions with the assumption on some strong separation conditions (see e.g. [2] ). The rest of the paper will be devoted to understanding the condition δ(Λ) > 0 by introducing two conditions that can guarantee δ(Λ) > 0 can be constructed. These conditions eventually can be studied through classical harmonic analysis theory on the circle group T.
3.1. Equi-positivity. The first condition is formulated as below. It was first used for self-affine measure in [17] .
Definition 3.1. Let Φ be a collection of probability measures on compact set [0, 1]. We say that Φ is an equi-positive family if there exists ǫ 0 > 0 such that for all x ∈ [0, 1] and for all ν ∈ Φ, there exists k x,ν ∈ Z such that
Equi-positivity is also equivalent to saying that we can find a fundamental domain K ν of Z so that | ν| is always away from 0 at least an ǫ 0 > 0 on K ν , where ǫ 0 is independent of ν.
Theorem 3.2. Let µ(N n , B n ) be a Cantor-Moran measure with {(N n , B n , L n )} forming a frame triple tower (or respectively a Hadamard triple tower). Suppose that there exists a subsequence {n k } such that {ν >n k } is equi-positive. Then µ(N n , B n ) is a frame-spectral (or spectral) measure with a frame-spectrum (or spectrum) in Z.
Proof. We first factorize µ(N n , B n ) along with the subsequence given in the assumption, so that it has the form (3.1)
forms a frame triple. We can further factorize consecutive factors in (3.1) of µ if necessary, so that we can choose that N n k as large as we want. With respect to the factorization, we let
B n k +1,n k+1 * · · · be the tail term of µ by removing the first k factors and let
be the pull back measure of µ >Nn k onto [0, 1]. We can now undo the factorization and we notice that the measure
Our goal is to construct inductively a sequence of sets Λ k from L n k−1 ,n k −1 such that
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that { ν >n } is an equicontinuous family. The equi-positivity of {ν >n k } and the equicontinuity of { ν >n k } imply that there exists ǫ 0 > 0 and δ 0 > 0 such that for all x ∈ [0, 1] and for all ν >n k , there exists k x,ν>n k ∈ Z such that
whenever |y| < δ 0 . Also, if x = 0, we can take k x,ν>n k = 0 since ν >n k (0) = 1.
We now construct inductively Λ k so that δ(Λ) > 0. First, we take Λ 0 = {0}. Suppose that Λ k−1 has been constructed and it satisfies
where ǫ 0 is given in (3.3). We can take a large enough n k in the subsequence and factorize more levels of the Dirac measures so that we obtain a large enough N n k with the following happen:
We now define
where
. Now, writing (3.3) and (3.4) . Hence, we have δ(Λ) ≥ ǫ 2 0 > 0 for Λ = ∞ k=1 Λ k and our proof is complete.
3.2. Admissible Family. Theorem 3.2 tells us that the existence of an equi-positive subsequence {ν >n k } is enough to show that the Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ) we consider is spectral. Next, we will focus on proving such equi-positive sequence exists by introducing admissible family. We first need the following definition.
Definition 3.3. For any Borel probability measure µ on R d , the integral periodic zero set is defined to be the set
We say that a family of measures Φ ⊂ P([0, 1]) is an admissible family if for all ν ∈ Φ, Z(ν) = ∅ and for any possible weak limits of Φ, their integral periodic zero sets are also emptysets. We say that a sequence of measures {ν n } is an admissible sequence if {ν n } converges weakly and it forms an admissible family. 
Proof. Suppose that the conclusion is false. Then for any ǫ > 0, there exists ν ǫ ∈ Φ such that
This means that | ν ǫ (x + k)| ≤ ǫ for all k ∈ Z. Note that by passing subsequence if necessary, {ν ǫ } converges weakly to some probability measure ν 0 . By the admissibility assumption of Φ, Z(ν 0 ) = ∅. However, we have | ν ǫ (x + k)| ≤ ǫ for all k ∈ Z. As { ν ǫ } converges pointwisely, we have that ν 0 (x + k) = 0 for all k ∈ Z and thus Z(ν 0 ) is non-empty. This is a contradiction. Therefore, our conclusion holds.
The following is the key theorem that we will use to construct our spectrum for an admissible family. Proof. We need to show that there exists ǫ 0 > 0 such that for all x ∈ [0, 1] and for all ν ∈ Φ, there exists
For any x ∈ [0, 1], we take ǫ x as in Proposition 3.4. Then for any ν ∈ Φ, we can find k x,ν such that
By Lemma 2.2, Φ is equicontinous on R. we can find δ x such that for all |y| ≤ δ x , we have
. We now take
Now, δ 0 and ǫ 0 are positive and independent of x ∈ [0, 1] and ν ∈ Φ. We claim that the stated property holds. Indeed, for any x ∈ [0, 1], x ∈ B(x j , δ x j /2) for some j = 1, ..., N . Hence,
Therefore, we just redefine k x,ν = k x j ,ν to obtain our desired conclusion.
In particular, we have the following theorem. It follows from Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.2. It assumes a stronger condition than equi-positivity, but it will be useful for our later analysis. Theorem 3.6. Let µ(N n , B n ) be a Cantor-Moran measure with {(N n , B n , L n )} forming a frame triple tower (respectively a Hadamard triple tower). Suppose that there exists a subsequence {n k } such that {ν >n k } is an admissible sequence. Then µ(N n , B n ) is a frame-spectral (respectively specrtral) measure.
Admissible family of Cantor-Moran measures
4.1. General admissible family. In this section, we will study the admissibiliy condition of µ ∈ P[0, 1]. We will identify the circle group T as [0, 1). If a measure ν ∈ M([0, 1]) has the property that ν{0} = 0 or ν{1} = 0. Then ν can be regarded as a measure on T by an obvious identification.
We now give a complete characterization for which kind of measures in P[0, 1] so that Z(µ) = ∅. We also recall a well-known fact in classical harmonic analysis (see e.g. [27, p.35] ). Proof. Suppose that there exists ξ ∈ Z(µ). Define a measure ν by dν(x) = e −2πiξx dµ(x), which is nonzero since µ is a Borel probability measure and ν is absolutely continuous with respect to µ with a non-zero density. Now, ν({0}) = 0 or ν({1}) = 0 by the assumption and thus ν can be regarded as a measure on T. Moreover, its Fourier coefficient
for all k ∈ Z. By Lemma 4.1, ν is a zero measure, which is a contradiction. , and ρ(1/2 + k) = 0 for all k ∈ Z. Therefore, 1/2 ∈ Z(ρ).
The following theorem shows however that ρ is the only possible exception. 
Let ξ 0 be an element in Z(µ), then
It implies that
Consider the complex measure on [0, 1]
Since (µ 1 − cδ 0 )({1}) = 0, we have ν({1}) = 0. Also, ν(k) = µ 1 (ξ 0 + k) − c = 0 for all k ∈ Z. By regarding ν as a measure on T, from Lemma 4.1, ν = 0 which implies that µ 1 = cδ 0 . However, µ 1 has no measure at the point 0. Thus, c = 0 and µ 1 = 0. This shows that c = p 0 + p 1 e −2πiξ 0 = 0.
The equation p 0 + p 1 e −2πiξ 0 = 0 is equivalent to e −2πiξ 0 = − p 0 p 1
. The left hand has modulus 1, so p 0 = p 1 = 1 2 and thus µ = ρ follows.
4.2.
Admissible family of Cantor-Moran measures. Let {N n } be a sequence of non-negative integers with N n ≥ 2. Let B n ⊂ {0, 1, .., N n − 1} such that #B n ≤ N n . We form the associated Cantor-Moran measure by
As Cantor-Moran measure is purely singular without atoms, µ({1}) = 0 and by Proposition 4.2, Z(µ) = ∅. The following question, if true, would be enough to show that the above Cantor-Moran measure, if it can form a frame triple, is a frame-spectral measure. Proof. It would be easier to prove {ν >n } does not form an admissible family if and only if {ν >n } converges to ρ weakly. Suppose that {ν >n } does not form an admissible family. By the weak compactness of M[0, 1]. Any subsequence {ν >n k } has a weakly convergent subsequence. Now, this convergent subsequence must converge weakly to ρ since {ν >n } is not admissible but Z(ν >n ) = ∅ for all n, Theorem 4.4 tells us that the only weak limit can be ρ. We have shown that any subsequence has a subsequence converging to ρ. It implies that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ.
Conversely, if {ν >n } converges to ρ weakly, then ρ is the only weak limit of {ν >n }. Hence, {ν >n } cannot be admissible.
As we will see in the following two propositions, for a large class of Cantor-Moran measures, we can always find an admissible subsequence. For ν ∈ M[0, 1], we let [0, c ν ] be the convex hull of the support of ν. Proposition 4.6. Let µ(N j , B j ) be a Cantor-Moran measure. Suppose that c := sup n c ν>n < 1. Then Φ := {ν >n : n = 1, 2, ...} forms an admissible sequence.
Proof. As each of the ν >n is a Cantor-Moran measure generated by {(N n+j , B n+j )}, it is a singular measure without any atoms. In particular, Z(ν >n ) = ∅. Note that the support of ν >n is contained in the interval [0, c] by our assumption. Hence, ν >n [1 − c, 1 + ǫ] = 0 for all n and ǫ > 0. If ν is a weak limit of {ν >n }, then Lemma 2.1 implies that
Hence, ν({1}) = 0. It now follows that Z(ν) = ∅ by Proposition 4.2. This shows that the family is admissible.
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that M := sup N j < ∞. Then there exists a subsequence {n k } such that {ν >n k } is an admissible sequence.
Proof. We first assume that there are only finitely many n such that N n − 1 ∈ B n . We can find an n 0 such that N n − 1 ∈ B n for all n ≥ n 0 . Then for all n ≥ n 0 ,
Hence, by Proposition 4.6, {ν >n : n ≥ n 0 } is an admissible sequence.
We now suppose that there are infinitely many n such that N n − 1 ∈ B n . Take the subsequence
Hence, if ν is a weak limit of {ν >n k −1 },
This shows that the weak limit cannot be the measure ρ since an interval away from 1 has a positive measure. In particular, the integral periodic zero set is empty by Theorem 4.4.
These propositions show that as long as the measure stays away from 1 or N j is not growing up, all the resulting Cantor-Moran measures are spectral. Now, the proof of Theorem 1.4 in apparent.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Lemma 4.5, the assumption in Theorem 1.4 implies that {ν >n } is an admissible family. Hence, the spectrality or frame-spectrality follows from Theorem 3.6.
However, non-admissible Cantor-Moran measures exist.
Example 4.8. Let N n = 2 2n and let B n = {0, 2 2n − 1}. Then (N n , B n , L n ) forms a Hadamard triple with L n = {0, 2 2n−1 }. Moreover, {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ.
Proof. The fact that it is a Hadamard triple follows from a direct check. For the weak convergence, we note that the support of ν >n is contained in [0, 2 −2n ] ∪ [1 − 2 −2n , 1]. Hence, for all δ > 0, lim n→∞ ν >n (δ, 1 − δ) = 0. Hence, any weak limit of {ν >n } must be supported on {0, 1}. But with n sufficiently large, ν >n [0, δ] = 1 2 . This shows that the weak limit must be ρ.
In fact, as long as we take N n >> #B n with B n concentrating very closely at 0, N n − 1, we can easily construct Cantor-Moran measures {ν >n } converging weakly to ρ. In this case, admissibility condition fails.
Non-admissible Cantor-Moran measures (I):
lim inf n→∞ #B n < ∞.
5.1.
Non-admissible but equi-positive family. Theorem 1.4 tells us that we are left with the case where {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ or equivalently, admissible subsequence is not available. In this case, we need to study the validity of the equi-positivity condition.
From this section and on, we will focus on the situation that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ. In order to use Theorem 3.2 to show the spectrality of the Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ), we need to establish the existence of the equi-positive subsequence. The following proposition captures all the equivalent conditions we need to study.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that {ν n } converges weakly to ρ. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) there exists an equi-positive subsequence {ν n j }.
(ii) { ν n } does not converge uniformly to ρ on 1 2 + Z. (iii) there exists a subsequence {ν n j } such that the following property holds: there exists ǫ 0 > 0, for any j ≥ 1, we can find k j such that
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is just the definition of equi-positivity at x = 1 2 . As {ν n } weakly converges to ρ and ρ( We now suppose that (iii) (or equivalently (ii)) holds. Then there exists a subsequence {ν n j } such that the following property holds: there exists ǫ 0 > 0, for any j ≥ 1, we can find k j such that
By the equicontinunity of ν n j , we can find δ 0 > 0, independent of j, such that
for all |x| ≤ δ 0 . We can take k x,νn j = k j for x ∈ 1 2 − δ 0 , 1 2 + δ 0 . On the other hand, it is known that { ν n k } converges uniformly to ρ(ξ) on [0, 1]. Therefore, for the positive constant 1 2 sin(πδ 0 ), there exists J > 0 such that for all j ≥ J we have
Note that ρ(x) = e πix cos(πx). Therefore, for
Hence, we can let k x,νn j = 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1] \ 
5.2.
The case lim inf n→∞ #B n < ∞. In this case, we can find a positive integer M > 0 and a subsequence {n j } such that sup j #B n j ≤ M . Here we need the following Wiener theorem concerning how the discrete part of a Borel measure µ on T can be "recovered" from its FourierStieltjes series. 
where the sum on the left is taken over all the atoms of µ.
The following lemma will be needed.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ. If there exist ǫ 0 > 0, δ 0 > 0 and a subsequence {n j } such that for all j ≥ 1, we can find integers k j such that
Then {ν >n } has an equi-positive subsequence.
Proof. Suppose that we can find integers k j such that
As we have
for j large enough. Using the fact that { ν >n j } converges
, it means that we can find ǫ 1 independent of j such that for j large enough,
This implies that
Proposition 5.1 (iii) holds, and thus {ν >n } has an equi-positive subsequence.
Theorem 5.4. Let N n ≥ 2 be integer and let B n ⊂ {0, 1, ..., N n −1}. Suppose that lim inf n→∞ #B n < ∞. Then there exist ǫ 0 > 0 and δ 0 > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1, we can find integer k such that
Hence, {ν >n } is an equi-positive sequence.
Proof. Suppose that the conclusion is false. For any j > 2, we can find n j such that for all integer k with
Denote ν j to be the measure δ Bn j /Nn j . Since ν j ({1}) = 0, we can identify ν j as a probability measure on T. Consider the complex measure
for b ∈ B n j and these are all the atoms of ν ′ j . Using Theorem 5.2, we have
As ν j is N n j -periodic, we have
Using (5.1) and the fact that there are at most N n j terms in the summation, the second sum
Combining with the fact that #B n j ≤ M , we have
As j can be arbitrarily large, the above cannot happen and we have a contradiction. This shows that our desired statement holds.
Remark 5.5. The key step of the proof of Theorem 5.4 is to establish an identity
in (5.2). This is actually equivalent to saying that {e 2πikx : k = 0, 1, ..., N n j − 1} forms a tight Fourier frame for the measure ν j = δ Bn j /Nn j . The fact can also be deduced from finite frame theory (see e.g. [17, Section 10] ). We leave it as an exercise for interested reader. After the previous section, the cases that we still cannot solve are those #B n that is not bounded on any subsequence. Equivalently, lim n→∞ #B n = ∞. This also implies that lim n→∞ N n = ∞. In this situation, we first show that {δ Bn/Nn } weakly converges to ρ.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that lim n→∞ #B n = ∞ and {ν >n } weakly converges to ρ. Then {δ Bn/Nn } weakly converges to ρ.
Proof. To prove that {δ Bn/Nn } weakly converges to ρ, we need to show that { δ Bn/Nn } converges uniformly to ρ on any compact subset K ⊂ R. Note that
Using the equality, one can get that
Since {ν >n } weakly converges to ρ, for any ǫ > 0, there exists M 1 > 0 such that for all x ∈ K, we have
whenever n > M 1 . The equicontinuity of { ν >(n+1) } implies that for the above ǫ > 0, there is δ > 0 such that | ν >(n+1) (x) − ν >(n+1) (y)| < ǫ whenever |x − y| < δ. Note that ν >(n+1) (0) = 1, we can take n > M 2 for some M 2 > 0 so that | x Nn | < δ for any x ∈ K. Therefore, one can get
whenever n > M 2 . Take M = max{M 1 , M 2 }, if n > M , then (6.2) and (6.3) hold simultaneously for all x ∈ K. Substituting them into (6.1), one can get the uniform convergence of { δ B Nn /Nn } to ρ on K. Thus our statement follows.
Not only the discrete measure weakly converges to ρ, Lemma 5.3 is also now a necessary and sufficient condition. We first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let k ∈ Z be written as
where ℓ t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N n+t−1 − 1} for t = 1, ..., r, r + 1. Then define the sequence
we have
Proof. We use the identity
). Note that δ B n+1 /N n+1 is N n+1 -periodic and
We have
We iterate the formula and note that δ B n+t /N n+t is N n+t -periodic. (6.4) follows.
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ. The following are equivalent.
(i) there exist ǫ 0 > 0, δ 0 > 0 and a subsequence {n j } such that for all n j , we can find integer k j such that
(ii) there exist ǫ 0 > 0 and a subsequence {ν >n j } such that for any j ≥ 1, we can find integer k j such that
Proof. ((i)⇒(ii)) follows from Lemma 5.3. We now suppose (ii) holds. Then we can find k j such that
As we know that | ν(ξ)| = | ν(−ξ)|, there is no loss of generality to assume k j ≥ 0. Then we can write k j as follows:
where ℓ t,j ∈ {0, 1, ..., N n j +t−1 − 1} for all t = 1, ..., r j , r j + 1. Define
By Lemma 6.2, we have
As all Fourier transforms are less than 1 in modulus, this implies that for all t = 1, ..., r j ,
By the equicontinuity of the family of measures in P[0, 1], we can always find a δ 0 > 0 independent of the measure such that whenever |x − y| ≤ δ 0 , for all ν ∈ P[0, 1],
In particular, it holds for δ B n j +t /N n j +t and ν >(n j +r j ) .
Claim: There exist infinitely many j such that we can find t ∈ {1, ..., r j , r j+1 } satisfying
Suppose the claim is false. Then for all j large enough and any t ∈ {1, ..., r j , r j+1 },
We now estimate the distance between 1/2 and ξ t,j for all t = 2, ..., r j + 1, (6.7)
Recall that in this section, we have lim n→∞ N n = ∞. The above inequality tells us that when j is large enough, we can have ξ t,j − 1 2 < δ 0 . Hence, ξ r j +1,j ∈ (1/2 − δ 0 , 1/2 + δ 0 ). By the equicontinuity,
But {ν >n } weakly converges to ρ, { ν >(n j +r j ) ( 1 2 )} converges to 0 as j goes to infinity. This leads to a contradiction to (6.6) when j is large. This justifies the claim.
Having the claim, we then take t to be the first integer such that the claim holds and denote it by t j . i.e.
We also know that |ξ t j ,j − 1 2 | < δ 0 using the same estimation argument in (6.7). Hence, equicontinuity implies that | δ B n j +t j /N n j +t j (1/2+ℓ t j ,j )| ≥ ǫ 0 /2. (i) follows by taking ǫ 0 /2, δ 0 in the equicontinuity and the subsequence n j + t j . This completes the proof.
Because of the Lemma 6.1 and the equivalent conditions of weak convergence in Lemma 2.1, for all ǫ > 0 and δ > 0, we can find n 0 such that whenever n ≥ n 0 ,
By (6.8), we have 
We say that (N n , B n ) is symmetric if for all δ > 0, we can find some n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0 , B n = B n,δ and B n,δ,1 = B n,δ,0 \ {0}. From the above derivation, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Suppose that {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ and lim n→∞ #B n = ∞. Then for all ǫ > 0 and for all δ > 0, we can find n 0 such that for all n ≥ n 0 , we have
where m b = 2 if b ∈ B n,δ,0 ∩ B n,δ,1 and m b = 1 otherwise. Furthermore, suppose that (N n , B n ) is symmetric. Then for all δ > 0, we can find n 0 such that whenever n ≥ n 0 ,
Proof. (6.11) follows directly from (6.9) and (6.10) by dropping the first term of the cosine in (6.10). For (6.12), we note that since B n = B n,δ . There is no ǫ loss in (6.9). Finally, as B n,δ,1 = B n,δ,0 \{0}, the cosine term in (6.10) are cancelled out except the case b = 0, which equals 1. Also, m b = 2 for all b = 0 because of the symmetry. This shows (6.12).
7. Non-admissible Cantor-Moran measures (III): A sum of sine problem 7.1. Symmetric case. In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.8 and Theorem 1.9. For any real number ξ, we denote ξ to be the unique number suth that | ξ | ≤ Proof of Theorem 1.8. It suffices to show that the first statement of Theorem 6.3 holds. Given ǫ 0 and δ 0 in the sum of sine problem which holds for {B n j ,δ,0 }. We take 0 < δ < ǫ 0 4π . Consider n j large enough so that 1/N n j < δ/2 and (6.12) holds. From the sum of sine problem, we can find
We now take
. From (6.12), we have
By the standard sum-to-product trigonometric identity,
Combining it with (7.1), we obtain that
This shows that the first statement of Theorem 6.3 holds, as desired.
We now use the Bourgain's example of small sum of sine to prove Theorem 1.9. Let us recall the precise statement below. where C is an absolute constant.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. (i) Using the Bourgain's example. For all positive integer n, we can find some finite sets of integers B ′ n of cardinality n such that
We take N n > (max B ′ n )2 n and B n = B ′ n ∪ (N n − B ′ n \ {0}). Then (N n , B n ) is symmetric. We now consider the Cantor-Moran measure µ = µ(N n , B n ). Note that by our choice of N n , for any η > 0, the Dirac measure δ Bn/Nn (η, 1 − η) = 0 for all n large. This also implies that the associated measure ν >n has no support in (η, 1 − η) as long as n is sufficiently large. Hence, {ν >n } converges weakly to ρ. Finally, lim n→∞ #B n = ∞ by our construction. Our proof will be complete if we can show that statement (i) in Theorem 6.3 does not hold.
It suffices to show that
To see this, we let x = k/N n . Note that
(using the trig identity (7.2))
Using Lemma 6.4, we have
The right hand side goes to zero as n tends to infinity. This establishes (7.3). The proof is complete.
(ii) Note that the Cantor-Moran measure constructed in (i) does not have any equi-positive subsequence. Using Proposition 5.1 (ii), we know that { ν >n } converges uniformly to ρ on 1 2 + Z.
7.2.
Uniform convergence of Fourier transform on non-compact sets. From Lemma 2.1, we know that a sequence of probability measures {ν n } converges weakly to a probability measure ν if and only if { ν n } converges uniformly to ν on all compact subsets of R. A problem of independent interest is to ask if we can have uniform convergence over non-compact sets. The following simple example shows that it is possible if we do not restrict our measures ν n to be supported on [0, 1] Example 7.2. Let ψ be a non-negative compactly supported smooth function on [0, 1]. Define ψ n (x) = nψ(nx) . Then the absolutely continuous measure {ν n } with density ρ * ψ n converges weakly to ρ. However,
Hence, as ρ( 1 2 + k) = 0, we must have ν n ( 1 2 + k) = 0 for all k ∈ Z. This implies that { ν n } converges uniformly to ρ on the non-compact set
Note that the support of ν n in the above example is inside [0,
However, if we restrict our attention to ν n being supported only inside [0, 1]. The problem becomes much harder. Yet, Theorem 1.9 (ii) tells us that it is possible to converge uniformly on 1 2 + Z! The following proposition shows that uniform convergence on unbounded set is not easy to achieve. Proposition 7.3. Suppose that {ν n } is a sequence of probability measures on [0, 1] that converges weakly to ρ and ν n ({1}) = 0. Then for any ξ ∈ [0, 1] and ξ = Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false. We will have { ν n (ξ + k)} converges uniformly to ρ(ξ + k) for all k ∈ Z. We now identify ν n as a measure on T. As ν n has no atom, we can define the complex measure
This measure has no atom on T either. Hence, by Theorem 5.2, we have
Note that
which converges to ρ(ξ +k) uniformly for k ∈ Z. Recall that ρ(ξ) = e πiξ cos(πξ). We now claim that {| ν n (ξ + k)| 2 } also converges to | ρ(ξ)| 2 uniformly for k ∈ Z. Indeed, it follows from the following estimation:
As the right hand side converges uniformly for k ∈ Z, {| ν n (ξ + k)| 2 } converges to | ρ(ξ)| 2 uniformly for k ∈ Z. Now, given any ǫ > 0, one can find n such that
for all k ∈ Z and (7.4) tells us that we can find N large so that
Therefore,
As ǫ is arbitrary, this forces | ρ(ξ)| 2 = 0. However, this is impossible since ξ = 1 2 . Hence, there cannot be a uniform convergence of { ν n } to ρ on ξ + Z, completing the proof. 
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.4. Let {(N n , B n )} be the sequence that generates Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ) with {ν >n } converging weakly to ρ and lim n→∞ #B n = ∞. Suppose that the asymmetric sum of sine conjecture holds for B = {B n,δ,0 ∪ B n,δ,1 } with weight m b = 2 if b ∈ B n,δ,0 ∩ B n,δ,1 and m b = 1 otherwise. Then {ν >n } has an equi-positive subsequence and µ(N n , B n ) is a frame-spectral measure if each (N n , B n , L n ) forms a frame triple.
The proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 1.8 using (6.11) instead of (6.12). We will omit the detail.
Examples of sum of sine problem
Although the Bourgain's sum of sine problem cannot hold for the class of all finite set of integers, we can still verify several large subclasses such that the sum of sine problem holds. They are in Proposition 8.1 below. It means that whenever we take B n from the following subclasses or finitely many of the following subclasses, the Cantor-Moran measure µ(N n , B n ) will have an equi-positive subsequence {ν >n } and hence, spectrality or frame-spectrality problem can be solved. 8.1. #B is Uniformly bounded. The following Turan theorem resembles the sum of sine problem and it will be used in the proof of Proposition 8.1. This theorem is also commonly referred as the Turan-Nazarov inequality. ] b∈B sin(2πbx) ≥ 1 42
Indeed, using Proposition 8.1(i) and following the same argument of (i) implies (ii) in the proof of Theorem 1.8, we can also give another proof for Theorem 5.4 with a subsequence such that #B n is bounded. 
We complete the proof.
As a simple example for Proposition 8.1(ii), we can take B = {0, 1, ..., p B − 1}. Then #B/p B = 1 and thus B ∈ C 1 . This proposition can also be slightly generalized in the following form. We claim that there is a sub-interval I ⊂ [0, With the claim proved, we will have b∈B sin(2πbx) ≥ ǫ 0 (#B) for all x ∈ I and hence the result follows.
We now justify the claim by finding I by inductively. Note that sin 2πbx ≥ ǫ 0 ⇐⇒ x ∈ sin −1 ǫ 0
Suppose b 0 = 0 and b n > 0 for 1 ≤ n ≤ M . Take the interval
Then sin 2πb 1 x ≥ ǫ 0 for all x ∈ I 1 . From (8.2), the length of I 1 satisfies
is able to sample a discrete Fourier frame out of the continuous frame. Constructing a continuous frame for the middle-third Cantor measure was studied in [14] , however, from what they tried, there appears to be no direct and natural way to find a continuous frame for the Cantor measure.
9.2. Cantor-Moran measures outside [0, 1]. Our method can also be used to study CantorMoran measure that is not necessarily supported inside [0, 1] . In other words, some B n is not a subset of {0, 1, ..., N n − 1}. In this case, we will require a no-overlap condition. Given {(N n , B n )} that generates a Cantor-Moran measure µ, we write µ = µ n * µ >n . Denote by K n , K >n to be the support of µ n and µ >n respectively. Note that K n consists only of finitely many points. We say that µ satisifies the no-overlap condition if
for all b = b ′ ∈ K n . When B n ⊂ {0, 1, ..., N n−1 } for all n, the no-overlap condition is easily satisfied since the intersection is either empty or consists only of one point. In [15, Theorem 3.3] , it was proved that under the no-overlap condition, Theorem 2.4 continues to hold.
The following theorem is still true by some obvious modification of our results.
Theorem 9.1. Let {(N n , B n , L n )} be a frame triple tower (or respectively a Hadamard triple tower). Suppose that µ(N n , B n ) satisfies the no-overlap condition. If (i) there exists a compact set K such that all support of ν >n are in K and, (ii) there exists a subsequence {n k } such that {ν >n k } is an admissible sequence in the sense that their periodic zero set are empty, so is its weak limit. Then µ(N n , B n ) is a frame-spectral measure (or respectively a spectral measure).
Proof. Note that all theorems in Section 3 do not require the assumption that ν >n is supported in [0, 1]. The first condition ensures that equicontinuity of {ν >n } still holds, and the second condition ensures the equi-positivity holds by Theorem 3.5. With equi-positivity, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 2.4 (modified under the no-overlap condition) gives us our desired conclusion.
As the measure is now outside [0, 1], the pull-back measures of ν >n to T becomes much more complicated. Therefore, condition (ii) in the previous theorem cannot be easily analyzed like Section 4. The following example is previously known [2] to be the counterexample of (Qu 1). Let us also analyze its admissibility and equi-positivity. {0,1} * δ 1 2 2 {0,3} * δ 1 2 3 {0,3} * ... with all N n = 2 and B n = {0, 3} except n = 1 which equals to {0, 1}. From [2] , it is known that µ is not a spectral measure even though (N n , B n , L n ) are Hadamard triples with L n = {0, 1}.
In this example, ν >n = 1 3 L| [0, 3] for all n > 1, the normalized Lebesgue measure supported on [0, 3] . Hence, ν >n has a non-empty periodic zero set (e.g. 1/3 ∈ Z(ν >n )). Hence, {ν >n } cannot be admissible. Clearly, it cannot be equi-positive either since there is no way to move 1/3 by an integer to make the Fourier transform be non-zero.
We see that in some sense the gcd(B n ) > 1 for infinitely many n may create some trouble. Assuming all gcd(B n ) = 1 is a good starting place to study the general case. The following conjecture below may be a reasonable conjecture to this end. Conjecture 9.3. Suppose that gcd(B n ) = 1 for all n and suppose that {(N n , B n , L n )} forms a Hadamard triple tower with µ(N n , B n ) having a compact support. Then µ(N n , B n ) always has the no-overlap condition and it is a spectral measure if and only if {ν >n } has an equi-positive subsequence.
